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Hot Fruit Delights returns as a classic fruit-themed 5x3 reel slot, this time with 20 paylines. Features include 
Stacked Symbols that offer players greater chances to win, and surprising extra perks as Expanding Wilds 
trigger Respins for amazing wins!  

The Wilds can land on any of the three middle reels, and expand to cover the entire three middle reels, then 
remain sticky for up to three Respins. The reels without Expanding Wilds will respin and present a chance 
to land more Expanding Sticky Wilds on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th reels, which will give an additional Respin. The 
feature ends when no more Wilds appear during the Respin.  

This slot includes a double-or-nothing Gamble Feature by which winnings can be gambled up to five (5) 
times. 
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Game features

WILDS  
Appear on reels 2,3 and 4 only. Substitute for all symbols 
except Scatters. Wilds expand over the entire reel every 
time they land on the screen. 

Expanding Wilds award a Respin feature.  

SCATTERS
Scatter wins are awarded for symbols appearing on any 
position on the reels. 
 

BUY FEATURE  
20 Hot Fruit Delights offers a Buy Feature that you can 
use to buy Expanding Wilds with Respins. The cost of the 
Buy Feature is 15x the bet. Press the green ‘Activate Buy 
Feature’ button that is located to the left of the reels to 
activate the feature. Clicking the confirm button deducts 
the displayed cost from the cash balance and triggers 
the selected feature.  

The Buy Feature is based on a spin with a Wild symbol 
landing on the second reel, which will also generate a 
Respin. While the Buy Feature remains activated, every 
spin will be played at the selected bet size. 

The Buy Feature remains active until it is deactivated. 
To deactivate the feature, select the red ‘Deactivate Buy 
Feature’ button to the left of the reels.

GAMBLE FEATURE  
Press the Gamble button to gamble any win. Then select 
the red or black card. The win is doubled on the selec-
tion of the correct card. Winnings can be gambled up to 
5 times. 

The Gamble feature can be enabled/disabled in the Set-
tings menu. If the Gamble feature is enabled, press the 
Spin button to collect a win and spin again.  Alternatively, 
press the Collect button to only collect a win.  

The Gamble feature may be disabled in some jurisdic-
tions.  
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INFORMATION

Game ID (Stage and Production) 

Game Resolution  

Hit Frequency (20 Lines) 

Channels   

Std. deviation   

Volatility    

WIN 

Average win   

Maximum win/bet base  

Maximum win/bet   

RTP 

Total RTP   

 

 

326

16:9

20.74%

Mobile and desktop

6.47

Low

4.64

2,000

2,600

96.29%
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